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Introduction 
You may think of  New York City as a loud and crazy place, but 
it does have its quiet parts. New York City has hidden features 
that you may notice, but not think of  them as important. Time 
Square may be the main attraction, but there are more 
fountains than Time Squares. Everything surrounds the big 
fountain wherever you are. They bring water to the next level. 
Many places in The Big Apple have fountains, like… Bethesda 
Fountain, Cherry Hill Fountain, Columbus Center Fountains, 
and the Rockefeller Center Fountain. 



Bethesda Fountain 
I’m Bethesda Fountain! I’m a 
famous and big attraction in 
Central Park. Many tourists 
come to take wedding photos 
in front of  me. 



Cherry Hill Fountain 
I’m Cherry Hill fountain! 
I may be small for a 
Central Park fountain, 
but I still feel very 
special. Many horse and 
carrages ride around my 
dirt road. 



City Hall Park 
 Fountain 

I’m City Hall Park 
Fountain, I sit in the 
middle of  the park with my 
beautiful water shows! I’m 
here just for show, but I’m 
very nice to look at! 



Columbus Circle  
Fountains 

We’re the Columbus Circle fountains. 
We are the wonderful fountains that 
surround the Columbus Circle 
Statue. There are many of  us, but we 
are quite small for fountains. Some 
people like to throw coins in our 
water for wishes.   



Rockefeller Center 
Fountain 

I’m the Rockefeller 
Center Fountain! I’m 
the big gold man who 
watches over you 
while you’re ice 
skating during the 
winter. Yup! I’m the 
most spectacular 
work of  art in the 
Rockefeller Plaza. 



Conclusion 
In Conclusion, all of  the NYC fountains have a 
purpose, they all are beautiful parts of  NY. Remember 
that no matter how big or small of  an attraction the 
fountain is, it still has it’s personality and beauty. 


